
Attitude Spinning Wheel

1. Flick through the MJR book and find 8 attitudes that you feel you will need to achieve your dreams or to succeed  
 in being a person of QUALITY! e.g. two have already been chosen for you N.G.U. and D.T.F.G. Unsure of others - go  
 to Jessica Watson (p19)
2. Carefully finish the D.T.F.G. (Don’t Take for Granted) by writing (using very small printing) about who (eg parents,  
 coaches, teachers, friends ) & why you D.T.F.G.
3. Fill in the other 6 attitudes – with a description of why these will be important to you in the future. 
4. Fill in your dream and lightly colour the top ‘My dream … sheet’ in different colours to make them stand out. Cut  
 out the shaded 1/8th
5. Cut out both circles and then place the second circle on top of this main circle – clip them together using a paper  
 split pin. 

6. Take it home, show people at home, put it on the fridge and get it out over the next few years so that it will constantly  
 remind you of attitudes you will strive to gain to achieve your dreams.

LEARNING INTENTION: Identifying Attitudes I will need, so as to achieve my DREAMS!
[TEACHERS – you will need to photocopy these two sheets on to cardboard.]

N.G.U NEVER GIVE UP!
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Who? like Nick Vujicic or Turia Pitt.

Why? I will  have to be 

determined (p17) because

sometimes I give up even 

when things are not 

that tough.



Scripture: Philippians 2: 3-5
Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility regard others as better than yourselves. Let each of you look not to 
your own interests, but to the interests of others. Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus,

Hard question:
What is the difference between values and attitudes? Relate your answer to Jesus.

My Dream is ....................................................

.............................................................................. Cut this 1/8th out.


